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Abstract
Geography has been for too long a hidden dimension of literary studies, compared to history. This is all
the more surprising since historians have long seen the two as complementary: geography is the other
side of history as space is the other side of time. Especially the work of the French Annals school of
history springs to mind: Lucien Febvre, Fernand Braudel and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie are cultural
geographers as much as historians. And it is thought-provoking that while literary scholars have feared to
tread on geographical ground, scared perhaps that it would give way to Montesquieu's theory of climatic
zones, National Romanticism, or even Blut und Boden, it is a materialist historian like Braudel who is left
to complain that 'we have museum catalogues, but no artistic atlases').
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MARTIN LEER

From Linear to Areal: Suggestions
Towards a Comparative Literary
Geography of Canada and Australia
Geography has been for too long a hidden dimension of literary studies,
compared to history. This is all the more surprising since historians
have long seen the two as complementary: geography is the other side
of history as space is the other side of time. Especially the work of the
French Annals school of history springs to mind: Lucien Febvre, Fernand
Braudel and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie are cultural geographers as
much as historians. And it is thought-provoking that while literary
scholars have feared to tread on geographical ground, scared perhaps
that it would give way to Montesquieu's theory of climatic zones,
National Romanticism, or even Blut und Boden, it is a materialist
historian like Braudel who is left to complain that 'we have museum
catalogues, but no artistic atlases').1
Lately, however, this disregard of the geographical dimension has
been changing. As part of the increasing environmental awareness of
the 60s, 70s and 80s, geographers have become interested in how
human beings through the ages have felt about their environment, and
imaginative literature has become a prime source mined by historical
and phenomenological geographers. There has been a growing body of
'literature' and even suggestions of a journal in the field.2
But perhaps an even more important impetus to taking geography
seriously has come from 'the new literatures' in European languages, of
which I am going to offer some suggestions towards a comparison of
Anglo-Canadian and Anglo-Australian literary geography. In Canadian
and Australian literature geography has been practically unavoidable,
in both colonial and post-colonial phases of culture. Length of settlement and complexities of social development have not obscured the
ways in which geographical conditions determine or are changed by the
arrival of an imported culture. Transplanted literary cultures have been
confronted by an alien natural environment and already established
native cultures, and a main preoccupation of culture and literature has
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been the process of 'coming to terms', of learning to depict and describe, even to see the 'new world' that comes into being in this confrontation. This is perfectly illustrated by the history of painting in
Canada, particularly the Arctic, and perhaps especially in Australia,
where this problem of learning to see has produced what is no doubt
still the continent's finest scholarly achievement, Bernard Smith's
European Vision and the South Pacific.
Post-colonies settled on continental land-masses may by their very
nature be conducive to the development of a strong national literarygeographical consciousness. The U.S. version of this we know only too
well: the Frontier, the great westward movement of Manifest Destiny;
Emerson speaking of the need for a new kind of poetic mind to fill
America's 'ample geography' - and along comes Whitman! The Canadian and Australian versions of continental conquests - if such they
be - vary from the American in many ways, just as they vary from
each other. In the following I will be making a number of probably
untenable generalizations based largely on a detailed reading of Rudy
Wiebe's Playing Dead: A Contemplation Concerning the Arctic compared in
passing to Les Murray's The Australian Year (this is in absence of any
truly comparable work about Australia, except perhaps Bruce Chatwin's
The Songlines, but that was written by a Porn!). I will be looking mainly
at the conceptualization of Canada and Australia, their configurations
in the writers' mental maps and imagined geographies, and though I
think these may be at their clearest (and most conscious perhaps) in
works of non-fiction, I will be concluding with some remarks about the
'geografictione' of Aritha van Herk's very recent Places Far From
Ellesmere.
I am of course not unaware that theorists of post-colonial literature
have made comparisons of Canadian and Australian literary geography.
Diana Brydon's contributions are perhaps the best-known3 • Russell
McDougall's comparatist work, however, shows a greater literary
sophistication, even playfulness, as in his comparisons of the linelengths in the poetry of Les Murray and Robert Kroetsch in an article
whose title says it all 'Sprawl and the Vertical'.4 There certainly seems
to be some evidence for this generalization about the density of much
Australian verse compared to the apparent transparency of much
Canadian, which is perhaps more Dickinson than Whitman, to stay with
that American comparison a little longer.
Finally, among the post-colonial theorists, it is Graham Huggan who
perhaps most clearly states how geography, how the map has become
an 'enabling structure' for post-modernist, post-colonial writing: a form
in which the literary mind can open itself up instead of closing in on
itself.5 Geography, I would suggest, is more than just a metaphor for
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the psyche, the map is more than just a figure for the mind. In fact, I
would argue that there is a mode of anti-psychological literature flourishing in Canada and Australia, where psychology becomes geography
- or ecology as I have argued elsewhere.' This is part, I think, of a
modern rejection of the theory of the pathetic fallacy, of the mind as an
absolute, some kind of Newtonian ether, or Descartes' and Milton's
Satan's idea of the mind as 'its own place'. A modern understanding
would tend to replace the dichotomy of inert matter vs. an ever-active
intellect or psyche with something more relativistic and reflexive.
Rudy Wiebe's Playing Dead is a geographical meditation in three parts,
three related essays, which both share a common structure and describe
a development, a coming-to-terms. At the beginning of the first essay
the speaking voice is in a plane looking down on his country spread
out like a map below him; at the end of the last he is down in the
landscape, experiencing it on foot. And this movement from outside to
inside the landscape is mirrored in the process of contemplation set out
in the titles of the essays: from consciously 'Exercising Reflection' on the
meaning of the North for a Canadian to finding 'true North' 'In Your
Own Head'. The crucial step in the reflective transformation here is
finding the right terms for thinking about and living in the North - and
the right terms for establishing a Canadian national identity, which has
to be oriented to the North in Wiebe's view, if it is to avoid being just
a lining up of all Canadians hand-in-hand on the border, facing South.
That border is invisible from the air, the aeroplane-borne eye at the
opening of the book notes. It is a line drawn on a map - or rather a
line measured in the heavens and projected onto earth: 'the big medicine line', the Plains Indians used to call it, because this was where
the soldiers from either side would stop pursuit, inexplicably unless
they were commanded by some great spiritual force. Past the Great
Lakes Canada lacks definition from the south; we all know this. But
Wiebe thinks it through - and even sows doubt about the apparently
well-defined, sea-defined northern border. Not from the air, where 'the
limits of Canada are clear and definite, even under ice', or from the
beaches of the northernmost islands looking out across the Arctic ocean,
which will next meet land in Siberia. But from the water it is hard to
know where the ocean ends and the rivers begin. Seen from the water
it makes less sense to conceive of rivers as running off from heights of
land to vanish in the sea than 'to recognize that rivers are the gnarled
fresh fingers of the sea reaching for the mountains' .7
To European exploration and imperial penetration land was the barrier, water the link until this century. The British especially came from
the sea- and were sailors. But Canada was mapped and explored from
the rivers, not from the sea - with the exception of the West Coast
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charted first by James Cook on his third voyage eight years after he
had discovered the way to circumnavigate Australia. And Cook
summons up the crucial difference between the European discovery,
mapping and subsequent imagining of the antipodes of my comparison.
Australia proved circumnavigable, but impenetrable (the rivers kept
disappearing as explorers moved inland); Canada was eminently penetrable along the rivers (if you travelled light enough), but uncircumnavigable. The Great South Land dwindled as Europeans got there and
proved to be two continents but mainly sea, whereas Canada kept
blocking the North West Passage to the Indies, kept proving itself to be
land deceptively deeply 'bayed' and well-rivered.
In terms of its understanding of history Rudy Wiebe's book, as one
would expect of a Westerner, is to some extent written against the
Innis/Creighton thesis of 'the empire of the St. Lawrence' as the gateway to comprehending why Canada is there. Not that it doubts the
validity of the Innis/Creighton interpretation of Canada's economic and
political development; rather it holds up the other side to that story of
finding a passage for trade and conquest, the other side on both a
physical and a metaphysical level. This alternative view is that Canada
is inherently continental, and that the heart to understanding Canada
lies in this continentality and in the North - or as Wiebe puts it, 'I
desire truth NORTH, not PASSAGE anywhere' (PD, p. 114).
Learning to live with the North (and possibly in the North) thus
acquires metaphysical meaning as the necessary first step towards
answering the question of what Canadians are doing here - or as
Northrop Frye so famously phrased it 'Where is here?' On this point
the comparison with Australia becomes a strong parallel rather than a
contrast. For in recent Australian culture, similarly, the Red Centre or
Dead Heart of the continent has become crucial to the metaphysical
geography of identity: a development beginning in the 50s in the work
of the great painters Drysdale, Nolan and Boyd, the poetry of Francis
Webb and Randolph Stow, not to mention the fiction of Stow and
Patrick White, where the desert gathers force as a great universal symbol, a vision of what the English art critic Peter Fuller has called 'the
Antipodean Scapegoat' and which he believes is perhaps the fullest
artistic realization of the post-modern human condition8 (but see also
Clunies-Ross.9 This at the same time as the meaning of the desert has
changed for a younger generation of Australian artists, has become
'intimate' to use Gary Catalano's phrase, 10 in the work of painters like
Williams and Olsen and Wolseley. A writer like David Ireland in a
famous passage from The Woman of the Future locates the future there.
The poet Les Murray in a poem called 'Louvres' changes the legend on
maps that used to read 'Of No Significant Use' into 'the three quarters
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of our continent/ set aside for mystic poetry', as of course Murray is
aware it has always been to the Pintubi, Anmatjera and Aranda
peoples, who in the 70s and 80s have created in the blossoming Centre
one of the world's most significant artistic movements based on abstract, story-telling landscape art.
Thus, although Australians still hug the coastline as Canadians hug
the southern borders, both nations are beginning to come to terms with
their continentality, a development much delayed, as Wiebe implies
and Bruce Chatwin states fully in Songlines, 11 by an original settlement
by the British who saw the world entirely in maritime terms. The reconceptualization necessary to come to terms with Canada's nordicity
and continentality forms the core of the poetic argument in Wiebe's
book of essays, which are not simply well-written expository historical
prose, but a densely structured poetic forms of belles-lettres. A form literary critics have not yet doubted to death, and which perhaps for that
reason seems to be coming in for somewhat of an international resurgence as a form in which to speak with some degree of seriousness,
unlike fiction.
And serious Playing Dead is: a coming-to-terms not only with the
North, but with the role and responsibility of the story-teller, and more
personally- and secretly- with the death of Wiebe's son at the age of
24 (the book is dedicated to him). Two themes insist on recurring in all
the essays: the theme of secrecy in the three stories at the heart of the
essays (the narrative of the first and second Franklin expedition, the
mystique of the mad trapper Albert Johnson about whom Wiebe had
previously written a novel, and the life-work of the great popularizer
of the Canadian Arctic, Vilhjalmur Stefansson) - and the interplay of
the Heraclitean elements (earth, air, water, warmth and cold) which
underpin the poetic argument of the book from the Copper Inuit story
about the creation of ice, which introduced Playing Dead, to Orpingalik's
shamanic 'My Breath' (recorded by Knud Rasmussen), with which the
book ends. Wiebe manages to suggest a structure of imagery even in
his quotations.
The elements make the coming to terms with the North literally a
matter of life and death. The first essay begins with the assumption that
the human being is 'a creature of earth and air' and that 'the only
natural human boundary is water', the opposite assumption to that of
the first sailors arriving in Canada, and to some extent opposite to the
theory of evolution and the scientific theory of the constitution of the
human body. Though water is the element without which life is impossible, it may still be our 'other' (especially to a man of the Prairies);
water may be like the bear out to have Upaum for lunch in the Copper
Inuit story about the origin of ice. Certainly the main confusion in the
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book rises out of the form water takes: fluid, vaporous or solid, sea/
river, fog or ice. At the beginning of the book the eye is at the opening
of the mighty Mackenzie River, not knowing what is river or sea or
mist, land appearing only a 'a darkness in air'. In the story of the first
Franklin expedition, the British sailors and their canoe-skilled coureurs
des bois stay too long mapping the northern coastline and so miss the
fall migration of the caribou; in the story of the second Franklin expedition they sail into the breaking ice and are caught there - in striking
contrast to the later great imaginative feat in polar exploration when
Fritjof Nansen sails his ship into the ice and stays there, using ice
power to circumnavigate the Pole. Wiebe, in a striking image of his
own, imagines Franklin's ships discovering the only Northwest Passage
there is - in death:
Perhaps in one or another of those endless, gigantic ice pressure ridges shifting,
sinking, reshaping themselves forever in the ice streams that flow between the
islands of the Canadian archipelago, Erebus and Terror [those hellish names!] are
still carried, hidden and secret. Their tall masts are long since destroyed and
their decks gouged, splintered, walled in by impenetrable floes, the ice shroud
scraping over these great oaken sailing ships of empire, their skeleton crews rigid
in a final posture of convulsive movement. They could be anywhere in the Aictic
for the ice flows hundreds of kilometres a year; long separated now, perhaps at
intervals the ice opens and one or the other is revealed for a moment or a year,
a mast stump or a bowsprit reaching like a hand, briefly, up into the light somewhere off the coast of Ellesmere or Axel Heiberg islands. Or perhaps they have
left the Canadian Arctic long ago and the ice has discovered to them the farthest
Northwest passage of all, the circular passage that leads past the New Siberian
Islands and between Novaya Zemlya and Franz Joseph Land, past West Spitzbergen [etc] ... until now, after a century and a half they are about to meet
again for a moment at the place of their ultimate, fatal ignorance off the Western
shore of King William Island. Perhaps then, with the discovery that the earth is
always round, that death is always return, the ice will relent; then, beyond the
indifferent sun and moon and the unborn Inuit children dancing with their
umbilical cords which are the northern lights, then at last a living human being
will be allowed to see them and cry, 'Here, here!' imagining of course that they
have been there always, though hidden; cry, 'Here is Erebus! Here at last is
Terror!' (PD, pp. 17-18)

The ice is far from motionless, we note. It also carries a secret, as does
the opaque Mackenzie River in the middle essay 'On becoming Motionless':
You look into the moving, dark, strange Mackenzie River and you will see
nothing but yourself; though you will not appear the same as you always
imagine yourself. You follow a moving, dark strange man in linear (like the
river) pursuit for six weeks along arctic mountains and rivers and an endless
recrossing of tracks and what else can you expect to see? (PD, p. 61).
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The man is Albert Johnson, the mad trapper, finally caught and killed
by the posse when at 'a tight reversed S turn of the narrow river ...
Johnson, deceived at last by the twists of the river, ran backwards in
his own tracks because he thought the posse was already ahead of
him'. Johnson who becomes an issue when it is discussed whether to
exhume him to find out who he really was (his secret is his real
identity, the name and his dramatic end merely a cover for his real
self). Johnson who is a temptation to the story-teller because of his
secret: why did he go mad and start killing? Johnson whom the local
Loucheux Wiebe talks to think should be left alone (there was something about him!), and anyway the river periodically rises and moves
the graveyard, so he may be somewhere else, confounding the factualist
historians, but not the story-tellers: he has entered that web of story
which is also the Arctic, the oral world of the Unit and the Indian,
their oral historical atlas. That history remembers everything: even the
secrets Wiebe discovers in the other two essays- Robert Hood's daughter with the Yellowknife Indian woman the Whites called Greenstockings and Vilhjalmur Stefansson's Inuit son.
In other works Wiebe has been concerned with recovering specific
cultural memories: the memory of Big Bear, the Cree chief in his most
famous novel, the collective memory of the Metis in The Scorched-Wood
People, or of his own Mennonite community and family. In Playing Dead
he is concerned with a more universal, cross-cultural level of memory.
One is struck by the violence and the tragedy of the last Beothuk of
Newfoundland after the genocide when she asks, 'Who will remember
us?' (PD, p. 70); but also by the human warmth of Indians and Inuit
when they save foolish Whites in the nick of time, the human warmth
without which human life in the Arctic would be impossible. This level
where the cultures meet is where history gives way to geography; it is
the level of water:
movement within a landscape, whether on water or occasionally on land, can be
seen in the linear image of water moving down to the sea, or ... the rivers being
the tentacles of the protean sea reaching over the land. In other words the
movement (life) of human beings is always analogous to the line water draws
upon land. (PD, pp. 77-78)

But water, like life, has to be understood in all its forms and not just
as passage to somewhere else, which the Arctic will always resist. Life,
like water, has its vaporising mists, its solidifying frosts. The forms of
water image the movement of meditation: from the zero visibility at the
beginning of the first essay, where water and air become one, to the
end of the last, where the permafrost melts and shows the solid earth
to be water - and where the poetry quoted (by Inuit shamans as well
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as by Pablo Neruda) dissipate the self - motionless, helpless, griefstricken in the face of death - into the universal stream. This point of
dissipation is also the point of arrival, a point of crucial metaphysical
importance to writers of Wiebe's generation both in Canada and Australia: the point when the narrator of Margaret Atwood's Surfacing feels
that she has become a place; when the narrator (the unnamed Ovid) of
David Maloufs An Imaginary Life reaches 'the point on the earth's surface where I disappear', the point that is 'here, there, everywhere' and
all times; 12 the ideal Taoist-inspired state in Randolph Stow's To the
Islands and Tourmaline where the mind becomes a rock. The moment of
arrival is also the moment of 'playing dead', which leads to Upaum's
survival in the Copper Inuit story about the origin of ice.
The crux of meditative transformation is the reconceptualization of
time and space in the North due to Wiebe's comprehension of the
essential two-dimensionality of space in Inuktitut, the Inuit language,
where the grammar distinguishes between visible phenomena that
appear to be of equal dimensions (the areal dimension) and phenomena
that appear to be longer than they are wide (the linear dimension). The
first are also conceived of as motionless, the second as moving, so when
a man on the ice starts moving he changes from one grammatical category to another. Moreover, an expanse of ice or land is always considered as belonging to the latter category. Arctic space is never inert,
impenetrable, but always moving, penetrable. If you move with it, you
will arrive.
This, I think, illustrates my point about psychology becoming geography- and geography being somehow enabling. Consider the difference
to Margaret Atwood's 'thematic guide to Canadian literature' Survival,
where she ultimately reduces the Canadian predicament to the psychological problem of victimization. Wiebe, I would suggest, opens up the
problem by making it a matter of spatio-temporal reconceptualization
- and that this is not merely a male kick is demonstrated by the work
of Aritha van Herk, both in The Tent Peg and Places Far From Ellesmere
and indeed by an alternative reading of Atwood's own Surfacing.
Spatio-temporal reconceptualization, a rethinking, revisioning of geography and history and their interrelation is, I want to suggest, a
major preoccupation of Canadian and Australian literature in the 70s
and 80s - especially among the most complex and philosophical writers
of Wiebe's generation like the ones I have mentioned: Atwood, Malouf,
Murray, Stow, Robert Kroetsch. Inevitably, it is a development that
upsets generalizations like Russell McDougall's generally quite perspicacious theory that Canada tends to construct itself as a mosaic (perhaps a 'vertical mosaic') because of deep cultural divisions, or a deeply
rooted multiculturalism if you like - whereas Australia tends to
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construct itself around a centre: Ayers Rock, Sydney Harbour Bridge,
Sydney Opera House - or even regional horrors like the Big Pineapple
(on the American model).13 In Canada there would seem to be a movement away from regionalism to finding the possibilities for an overarching national identity in the North (though this may be a Western
Canadian phenomenon, as the combination of Wiebe, Kroetsch and van
Herk might suggest); in Australia there is definitely a movement away
from monolithic national identity-building towards regionalism, even
'absolute regionalism' as David Malouf once called it. The entire work
of David Malouf is a conscious reimagining of the world seen from the
periphery, but not towards a centre - and the entire work of Les
Murray is a decentering of the centre.14 Every attempt is to become
areal and not linear, of rehearsing the details and not the overall perspective. To Les Murray, for instance, 'perspective' is a bad word as
the ultimate spatio-temporal representation of European imperialism and
social elitism. In his prose book on The Australian Year he thus describes
the increasing interest in the Centre of Australia not only as a change
from seeing it as a desert to seeing it as a delicate and intermittent
parkland (it is one of the great wildflower regions of the world as
Xavier Herbert was always pointing out), but also as a diffraction of the
linear into spirals and clusters. Desert comes to mean not an Eliotic
Waste Land, but an anchorite's desertum: 'a place of few people and no
distractions where the spirit can achieve contemplation ... a place of
simplicity, subtlety and clear connections, where the simplest thing has
its story and can be emblematic'. Murray is thinking here of Aboriginal
desert art as he is also in the continuation: 'High-speed lines give way
to points and clusters: the clear blazing stars seemingly no more than
fifty feet above your sleeping-bag, the circling rings of a drying waterhole, the infinite pointilism of yellow-top flowers. 15 The place in its 'vast
stretching of Western categories such as the horizon or the line,' he
concludes, 'can expand the spirit, or inflate the ego like the mythical
frog who burst his belly with his own afflatus' in the Aboriginal story
of how floods began, and why kookaburras laugh before it rains.
However, as the title suggests, Murray in his prose book and his
more recent collection of poetry The Idyll Wheel has set himself the task
of reconceptualizing not so much Australian space as Australian time.
He is not concerned, as Wiebe is, with reimagining the continent as a
true compass reading instead of an abortive passage, but with reimagining the seasons (the most significant import the Europeans
brought to Australia, according to Murray) in a form appropriate to the
Southern Hemisphere and Australia in particular. This he does by rehearsing the details, the minute changes of season of both the indigenous and the imported, the natural and the cultural order- but also by
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the sweeping, bold gesture of identifying space and time. Australia is
summer; summer in Australia is immanent, not transient:
In fact and in image, summer is the dominant season of the Australian year. It
is our most Australian season, generator of the greatest number of indigenous
images. Even in far southern places where it is in fact usually mild, the weight

of its imagery often obscures local conditions. Stark Drysdale and Pro Hart
paintings hang on many walls in Tasmania, calendar art hanging in pubs high
in the New England ranges extols surfing and the beach. Summer is the blazing
core of the year, and the other seasons can be seen as its surrounds ... (AY,
p. 69)

SummerI Australia, then, is a great contracting and expanding fireball,
which in its expanding phase sends all but its true devotees (a few
White and more Black) out of its inner domains. All the other seasons
appear to Murray to be palliatives and modifications, many of them
imported (nearly all of autumn is imported, for instance).
Both Wiebe's and Murray's sweeping reconceptualizations thus upset
the generalization that Australia and Canada (from a European perspective) are all geography, no history; all space, no time. The two are
intimately connected, we can only talk about one from the vantage
point of the other.
This is brought out also in Aritha van Herk's Places Far From
Ellesmere,16 which takes compass readings of different sites (Edberg,
Edmonton, Calgary and Ellesmere Island) as they affect and are affected
by the memory and consciousness of the speaking voice. The book sets
out in an autobiographical mode and ends in a metafictive, beginning
with something closely based on van Herk's own experience in her
native Edberg and ending with a critical reading of Tolstoy's Anna
Karenina on Ellesmere Island. The writing becomes increasingly 'literary'
(overall it seems to be loosely based on the curious, long poetic stagesettings in William Faulkner's closet film-script Requiem for a Nun). At
the same time as it increases its literary self-consciousness, however, the
writing not so much deconstructs itself, as it 'slashes' itself (quite literally), drawing alternate readings from the flow of text and the individual
word. Eddies round a snag in a stream; the sea broken by pebbles on
a beach; geography reconstituting itself to the human mind: like Places
Far From Ellesmere, all of history may be a 'geografictione.'
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